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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) drone such as Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 is a flying 
mobile robot which has been popularly researched for the application of search and 
rescue mission. In this project, Robot Operating System (ROS), a free open source 
platform for developing robot control software is used to develop a tag recognition 
program for drone movement. ROS is popular with mobile robotics application 
development because sensors data transmission for robot control system analysis will 
be very handy with the use of ROS nodes and packages once the installation and 
compilation is done correctly. It is expected that the drone can communicate with a 
laptop via ROS nodes for sensors data transmission which will be further analyzed 
and processed for the close-loop control system.  The developed program consisting 
of several packages is aimed to demonstrate the recognition of different tags by the 
drone which will be transformed into a movement command with respect to the tag 
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 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is a flying robot without human on-board. 
It is also known as quadrotor or quadcopter which has Vertical Take Off and 
Landing (VTOL) ability with four rotors. The low cost UAV Parrot AR.Drone 
2.0 which is initially designed for gaming purpose running on Android operating 
system will be used in this project. Basically, AR.Drone 2.0 has a robust structure 
design which comes with HD video recording camera, extreme precision control 
and automatic stabilization features on-board technology [1]. This quadcopter 
model is very famous among researchers since it is compatible with Robot 
Operating System (ROS) which is a free, widely used platform for developing 
robot control software. The quadcopter AR.Drone 2.0 used in this project will be 
addressed as “drone” in the later part of the report.  
 
FIGURE 1.1 Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 
 A drone can be used for search and rescue purpose ranging from remote area 
such as jungle to destruction or disaster area. This will be more effective when a 
few drones carry out a common mission simultaneously. Once possible humans 
are detected, the coordinates of the victim can be sent to the rescue team. This 
will eventually reduce the surveillance cost, manpower, time and overcome the 
risk and capability of human to go personally into the surveillance area.
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 Apart from that, security is the top concern of every nation. Most crimes 
occurred in places without surveillance camera because it is not economical to 
install cameras in every corner which will require high installation and 
maintenance cost. Therefore, an UAV that does patrol on regular basis covering 
large area is a more idealistic idea. Additionally, an UAV can monitor the area 
with no view angle limitation since it can maneuver around. Upon detection of a 
crime, the security personnel can track and make the UAV chase after the 
criminal and constantly report his coordinates via the built-in GPS. Hence, UAV 
surveillance implementation can reduce cost while improving the security.  
 
 The implementation of UAV drone application as mentioned above can be 
developed by various approaches in terms of modeling the control system in 
multiple operating systems and platforms choices. However, a successful and 
strong foundation of the project will require years of continuous research and 
studies to be carried out. Therefore, as a head start for this goal, it is wise to 
choose a good platform to start with such as Robot Operating System (ROS) by 
focusing on a small area of UAV drone implementation followed by 
advancement in the project from time to time.  
 
 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENTS 
a) Ground mobile robot maneuverability limits the application of robotics in 
daily life.  
Many applications have been applied using the ground mobile robots in the 
past decades. However, as the technology advances and expectation grows, it 
is realized that there are many limitations in terms of the ground mobile 
robots mobility as compared to the flying robot. With the ability to hover in 
the air, the flying robot or drone has higher degree of freedom to carry out 
complex flying forms (pitch, roll, yaw, flip, etc.) which enables it to go 
through narrow openings. The drone capability in terms of maneuverability 
can overcome the incapability of human in the case of search and rescue in a 
building on fire, earthquake destroyed buildings or any other similar situation. 
Also, it can be used to transport medical aids to emergency patients in the 
rural area since travelling by air can be much faster with no congested traffic. 
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b) Manual navigation control of the robots requires operators constant 
monitoring.  
The typical control of a robot is through the manual control either using the 
joystick or keyboard teleoperation, monitored by an operator as the decision 
maker. Hence, in the case where hundreds of robots are given a large-scale 
mission, numerous operators will be required to monitor the robot navigation 
which is not an efficient control. Therefore, to eliminate the need of operators 
as the decision maker for the robot navigation, it is best to develop a closed-
loop control to have the robot acts as the brain to decide its own navigation 
through the autonomous control with the environment as the input element. 
For instance, visual input through the robot camera either in the form of 




 The main objective of this project is to develop flying robot control software 
to communicate with the drone using a laptop by extracting the data from the 
sensors mounted on the UAV drone to perform tag recognition program. The 
objectives of this project are: 
 
a) To establish communication between the drone and laptop to assist drone 
navigation control using Robot Operating System (ROS).  
Parrot AR.DRONE 2.0 with Wi-Fi is to be used. The idea is to connect the 
drone to a workstation so that signals can be transmitted between them. 
Variety of data can be transmitted from different kind of sensors mounted on 
the drone to the laptop. Also, control commands can be sent via Wi-Fi to the 
drone to move it around or to command certain sensors to retrieve data. 
 
b) To retrieve data from the sensors of drone. 
There are numerous sensors attached to the drone. These sensors include 
inertia measurement unit (imu), ultrasonic sensor and camera which provide 
very ironic information. Being able to read the values from the sensors allow 
decisions to be made to increase or decrease the speed of certain motors to 
stabilize the flight. Also, camera allows vision-based navigation control such 
as fabricated tag recognition. 
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c) To process the data from the sensors of drone. 
Sensors like gyroscope and magnetometer can be used to estimate the 
velocity, orientation and position of the drone, which can be used for semi-
autonomous navigation that helps in the control of a drone. The front camera 
provides very rich information which can be used to identify different types 
of tags with different orientations and thus, making control decision based on 
the objects detected. A more advanced use of a camera is to identify features 
or edges which can be used for obstacles avoidance or localization of drone. 
 
d) To develop an autonomous control program based on the sensors data. 
Having the sensors data analyzed and processed, decisions based on the 
retrieved data can be decided by the robot. This includes a program that 
processes the sensors data and gives selected information as the output. On 
the other hand, another control program should then extract this output as the 
input of its control and sends corrective commands to the actuators or motors 
after comparing with the desired response of the drone. 
 
e) To demonstrate an autonomous drone movement based on tag recognition. 
An intelligent system of giving command to the drone movements (left, right, 
up, down) simply through the visual of the recognized tag from the drone’s 
front camera can be demonstrated by data extraction, data processing and 
decision making based on the information from the sensors. It uses the 
camera image stream to identify the identity of the tag, whether the tag has 
been initialized to be part of the system and if yes, differentiates the tags with 
the respective indicated navigation command for the drone movement in the 
program. Hence, an autonomous drone movement based on visual control 










1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 
 This project involves the knowledge in the mobile robotics research 
specifically flying robot (drone) and Robot Operating System platform, 
specializing in the area of automation and control systems. The scope of study 
mentioned is highly relevant to the author because the author is majoring in 
Instrumentation and Control Systems in her degree of Electrical & Electronics 
engineering and has past experience in using the ROS platform during her 
internship which is related to robotics research in ground mobile robots. 
Therefore, given the time frame of two semesters (28 weeks), the project is 
highly feasible since the author will have plenty of time to study the dynamics of 
UAV drone and tag recognition program with the implementation of ROS 
platform. Also, the availability of the drone Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 in the lab can 







2.1 CRITICAL LITERATURE ANALYSIS 
 Mobile robots have been the target agent for rescue purpose since year 2001 
after the incident of World Trade Disaster in New York [2]. Mobile robots 
serving as the rescue agent can replace the risky job of the rescuers or trained dog 
in the case of searching victims in the earth quake or other disaster affected area 
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Many studies has been done and it is learned that flying 
mobile robots can do a better job compared to ground mobile robots when it 
comes to the emergency rescue since it has a better freedom of movement [2], [3], 
[4], [5], [6], [7]. In general, flying mobile robot is a good platform for 
surveillance and common situation assessment in safety, security, and rescue 
missions [5], [6], [7]. 
 
 Flying mechanism can be classified based on the principle of flight and 
propulsion mode [7], [8]. FIGURE 2.1 shows the categorization of the flying 
mechanisms. 
 




 Quadcopter such as AR.Drone 2.0 is one of the UAVs with Vertical Take Off 
and Landing (VTOL) ability [5], [7]. In order for the UAV to perform search and 
rescue mission, the robot needs to be able to localize itself and move around 
autonomously.  A direct approach on the drone localization is studied in [9] 
where the drone position is estimated using the dead reckoning method. This 
approach is not practical since the drone can only move autonomously on the 
learned path with limited coverage. Hence, drone localization for autonomous 
movement can be achieved better through visual-based approach such as ArUco 
visual markers in [10], [11], artificial vision in [12] and landmarks such as tag 
recognition in [13]. The implementation of localization using artificial approach 
in [12] with Astec Pelican drone is able to take off, navigate, land and recharge 
its battery by using a developed landing platform autonomously which is a great 
idea in overcoming the short battery life of drones without the need to change the 
battery manually. 
 The mission of search and rescue will be more efficient if more than one 
drone is performing the task. The issue of controlling a swarm of drones and its 
communication has been discussed in [5], [10], [11], [14] and in these papers, 
AR.Drone UAV is used and controlled using the packages in ROS.  The drone 
control approach in [14] involving VICON Camera System inquires more cost as 
compared to the approaches in [5] that uses self-deployment capability based on 
Takahashi Self Deployment algorithms and [10], [11] that works on separate 
modules such as localization, obstacle avoidance and partner detection.  
 Various recognition methods ranging from ArUco visual markers [10], [11], 
[15], fabricated tag recognition [13], objects recognition [4], [6], [16], [17] to 
human recognition [2], [3] have proven to be efficient. These recognition 
methods are important to ensure that the drone has a specific target to track on for 
the mission of search and rescue. The ArUco visual markers are recognized as 
obstacles to be avoided in [10], [11] while in [15], ArUco is recognized as a 
target to be followed both in the real environment as well as in the virtual 
simulator tool V-REP. Collision avoidance can be achieved either using ArUco 
visual markers in [10], [11] or FastSLAM approach as in [18].  As for the 
fabricated tag recognition in [13], the parameters used for recognition is solely 
based on the drone’s downward facing camera and it is proven to be an excellent 
method of localization with the absence of GPS data. 
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 The object recognition for the case of military surveillance [4] uses Adaboost 
Classifier and Pinhole Algorithm has 71% object detection accuracy utilizing 
ROS platform. Moving object can also be recognized through the tracking of 
motion in a captured scene with either improved Fourier Mellin Invariant method 
(iFMI) in [6] or MATLAB algorithm [17]. The search of living human using a 
ground mobile robot [2] uses passive infrared sensor (PIR) to detect body heat 
radiation as the first level inspection followed by neural networks technique as 
the second level inspection to confirm the existence of a human shape before 
contacting the rescue team. The similar approach is explained in [3] with more 
explanation on the possible drawbacks.    
 For a higher accuracy of recognition regardless of human, object or tag, the 
drone must always be in the stable flight state [19] where four ultrasonic sensors 
are mounted below the blades to keep track of a fixed distance from the ground. 
Hence, a drone tends to have a stable hovering state while capturing images for 
recognition process. In the outdoor environment, the flight accuracy decreases 
due to the weather factor and an intelligent wind detection system [20] proves 
that three detection equations could help to improve the reliability of wind 
adaptability of the drone. 
 Although a drone is mechanically simpler than an ordinary helicopter, it is 
inherently unstable. [21] Hence, its control is rather difficult as compared to 
ground robots. A beginner in drone research will eventually have to consume a 










2.2 QUADCOPTER DRONE DYNAMICS 
 A drone consists of four rotor blades and each of these rotors produces a 
certain air flow which in turn creates an acceleration force onto the body of the 
drone. The resultant force of all four acceleration moves the drone around. [22] 






FIGURE 2.2 Quadcopter Drone Three Main Control Axes (Yaw, Pitch, Roll) 
 
 Hovering On The Same Spot 
When all of the four motors rotate at a certain speed, the drone takes off 
and if the thrust of all the four motors combined together exactly 
compensates for earth gravity, then the drone will vertically stay in place. 
The sum of all the four motors torque must be exactly zero for the drone 
to hover on the same spot. Otherwise, a contour-torque will be induced 
which would start to rotate the drone around its yaw axis. 
This is physically implemented with two diagonal motors rotate in the 
same direction and the other two motors rotate in the opposite direction. 
In this way, the torque of all the four rotors will sum to zero while the 
trust compensates for earth gravity in hovering mode. FIGURE 2.3 shows 
the angular velocity (represented by small, black arrow), torques 
(represented by red, thick arrow) and forces (represented by green arrow) 
generated by each rotating rotors. A simplified diagram with arrow 










FIGURE 2.3 Angular Velocity, Torques and Accelerations Produced 










FIGURE 2.4 Simplified Diagram Representing Angular Velocity of 
Each Motor 
 
 Vertical Movement 
In order for the drone to move up vertically, the angular velocity of all the 
four motors shall be increased equally as shown in FIGURE 2.5 (a). On 
the other hand, the speed of all four motors shall be reduced equally as in 
FIGURE 2.5 (b) to reduce the overall thrust, which will bring down the 
drone vertically. For keeping the orientation, it is important that the 










    (a) Move UP Vertically      (b) Move DOWN Vertically 
FIGURE 2.5 Angular Velocity of Motors for Vertical Movement 
 
 Yaw Movement 
To make the drone rotate in the right direction, increase the speed of the 
anti-clockwise rotating motors, which induces clockwise torque as shown 
in FIGURE 2.6 (a). On the other hand, make the drone rotate in the left 
direction, increase the speed of the clockwise rotating as shown in 
FIGURE 2.6 (b). Note that to make sure the drone keep its vertical 







(a) Rotate to RIGHT      (b) Rotate to LEFT 





 Pitch Movement 
To pitch backward, reduce the speed of the back motors and increase the 
speed of the front motors as in FIGURE 2.7 (a). In this way, the drone 
will tilt backward and then lead to acceleration in the backward direction. 
Similarly, to pitch forward, decrease the speed of the front motors and 
increase the speed of the back motors as in FIGURE 2.7 (b). That will tilt 







(a) Pitch BACKWARD      (b) Pitch FORWARD 
FIGURE 2.7 Angular Velocity of Motors for Pitch Movement 
 Roll Movement 
Similar to the pitch movement concept, the drone can be moved to the left 







(a) Move LEFT       (b) Move RIGHT 




2.3 PARROT AR.DRONE 2.0 SPECIFICATIONS 
 The unmanned aerial vehicle that is to be hacked with ROS is manufactured 
by a French company named Parrot. The specifications were looked into to have 
better understanding of the robot. The detailed technical specification of Parrot 
AR.Drone 2.0 can be referred in APPENDIX A. 
 
 Motion sensors 
Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 comes with many motions sensors and they are 
located below the central hull. Basically, it features a 6 degree of freedom 
(DOF), micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS)-based, miniaturized inertial 
measurement unit. It provides the software with pitch, roll and yaw 
measurements. On the other hand, ultrasound telemeter provides the 
altitude measurement for altitude stabilization and assisted vertical speed 
control whereas pressure sensor allows altitude measurements at any 
height. Lastly, the down camera provides the drone with ground speed 
measurements for hovering and trimming. 
 
 Engines 
The drone is powered with brushless engines with three phase current 
controlled by a micro-controller. It detects if all the engines are turning or 
are stopped. In case a rotating propeller encounters any obstacle, the 
drone will detect if there is any of the propellers is blocked and stops all 
engines immediately. This protection system prevents repeated shocks. 
 
 Video Streaming & Tags Detection 
The front camera is a CMOS sensor with a 92 degrees angle lens (field of 
view). The drone uses 720p (1280x720) image resolutions and the video 
stream frame rate can be adjusted between 15 and 30 FPS. 
 
 Parrot AR.Drone Software Development Kit 
The manufacturer (Parrot) releases the software development kit (SDK) to 
the public to create more applications. The SDK allows users to write 
their own applications to remotely control the drone from any Linux 
personal computer with Wifi connectivity.  
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 LiPo Batteries 
The drone set comes with 1000mAh, 11.1V LiPo battery to fly. While 
flying, the battery voltage decreases from full charge (12.5V) to low 
charge (9V). The microcontroller monitors battery voltage and converts 
into a battery life percentage (100% when battery is full, 0% when battery 
is low). When the drone detects a low battery voltage, it will first send a 
warning message to the user, and then lands automatically. If the voltage 
reaches a critical level, the whole system will shut down to prevent any 
unexpected behavior. This battery capacity can last the drone flight in 
between 10-15 minutes duration. 
 
FIGURE 2.9 UAV Drone 1000mAh LiPo Battery  
 
 
2.4 ROBOT OPERATING SYSTEM (ROS) 
 Robot Operating System (ROS) is a collection of software frameworks for 
robot software development, providing operating system-like functionality on a 
heterogeneous computer cluster. [23] ROS provides standard operating system 
services such as hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation 
of commonly used functionality, message-passing between processes, and 
package management. Running sets of ROS-based processes are represented in a 
graph architecture where processing takes place in nodes that may receive, post 
and multiplex sensor, control, state, planning, actuator and other messages. 
Despite the importance of reactivity and low latency in robot control, ROS, itself, 




2.5 RECENTNESS OF LITERATURE SOURCES 
 There are a total 23 literature references used in this extended proposal report 
and all these references are very recent where the year of publication of the 
papers ranges from year 2009 up to year 2014. The references used are highly 
reliable since the source or publisher is either from IEEE, International Journal of 
Computer Applications or valid official websites. From the references used, there 
are one 2009 paper, one 2010 paper, four 2011 papers, five 2012 papers, three 
2013 papers, seven 2014 papers and two official website which is originated in 





METHODOLOGY OF PROJECT WORK 
 
3.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
The basic framework of the research methodology for this project is described as 
in FIGURE 3.1. 
· Understanding the problems and challenges of the 
project
· Identification of project objectives
· Schedule the task in Gantt chart to ensure high 
feasibility
PROBLEM
· Research on existing application of UAV drone
· Study the pros and cons of current method/
approach in drone control




· Organize the program code in a presentable and 
understandable way





· Basic navigation control using command lines 
(ardrone_autonomy)
· Study & develop the tag recognition package 
(ar_recog)






FIGURE 3.1 Research Methodology Flow Diagram 
 
With the brief idea on how the project is to be conducted, time management is 
highlighted as to ensure that the project objectives are feasible within the time 
frame of 28 weeks.  
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The technical methodology of the project is divided into four parts as indicated 
by different colors in the flowchart. The first part is to acquire basic knowledge 
on Robots Operating System (ROS) and the UAV drone. Second part is to 
establish the communication between the workstation and the drone. Third part is 
to perform tele-operation of the drone. Lastly, it is the most complex part of the 






























Learn Robot Operating System (ROS) 
Indoor & outdoor test flight using Android 
Linux Ubuntu 12.04 & ROS-Fuerte Installation 
Drone communication & data extraction 
Installation of ardrone_autonomy package 
Study sensors data & drone dynamics 
Keyboard tele-operation navigation 
Installation of drone_teleop package 
Selection of multiple fabricated tags 
Installation of ar_recog package for tag 
recognition 
Self-developed package for autonomous drone 
movement with respect to fabricated tags 








3.2 KEY MILESTONES 
The key milestones of the project are as follows: 
 Installation of the drone driver 
Having the driver successfully compiled in ROS (ardrone_autonomy package) 
marks the first step of the project. It means the communication between the 
workstation and UAV is achieved. The sensors data can be retrieved. 
Different nodes and topics are readily accessible. 
 
 Keyboard tele-operation of drone 
Keyboard tele-operation requires a program that recognizes the buttons 
pressed on keyboard and sends control commands to the node that control the 
movement of the drone. All the four degrees of freedom (pitch, roll, yaw and 
acceleration along vertical axis) are able to be controlled from keyboard. 
 
 Compilation of tag recognition package 
Once the data from the sensors can be retrieved and control commands can be 
sent, the next milestone is to compile the tag recognition package. The tag is 
represented in pixel matrix. This software uses the front camera of the drone 
as input, compares the image stream with previously stored pixel matrix to 
search for the tag and outline the tag with green line.  
 
 Creation of package to autonomously control drone movement based on 
the tag recognition 
After confirming the performance of the tag recognition program, more tags 
of different identity are initialized to indicate different drone movement 
commands (left, right, up, down). The identity of the tags is identified 
accurately via the echo/ tags info. Hence, an autonomous control program 
based on the visual-based tag tracked by the drone’s front camera image 
stream can be developed. This requires the development of a closed loop 
control system program to navigate the drone movement based on the identity 
of the tag recognized. The package is created with the support of the 
information extracted from drone_teleop, ar_recog and ardrone_autonomy 
packages. The program parameters are improved by enhancing the movement 
control performance of the drone flight through numerous experimentations. 
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 Project documentation for future work continuation 
All the crucial steps in achieving the final goal of tag recognition for 
drone movement are well documented both in written guidelines and 
video. The video is uploaded in YouTube for easier access to future users 
as well as to give a better illustration of the project outcome. With proper 
documentations, all the work will not be wasted and can be appreciated 
by future user where they can start working on the project enhancement 















3.3 GANTT CHART 
FINAL YEAR PROJECT SEMESTER Final Year Project 1 (22nd September 2014 – 26th December 2014) Final Year Project 2 (12th January 2015 – 17th April 2015)   
                                                                    WEEK NO 
TASK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Selection of Project Topic                              
Preliminary Research Work                              
Submission of Extended Proposal                              
Proposal Defense                              
· Drone flight testing using Android Apps 
· ROS installation for research platform 
· Perform drone communication with laptop for 
navigation control using ROS 
· Purchase drone extra battery (2 units) 
· Learn V-REP virtual platform simulator 
                             
Submission of Interim Draft Report                              
Submission of Interim Report                              
                              
· Program fabricated tags for drone tag 
recognition (ar_recog) 
· Create a package to differentiate recognized 
tags for the drone navigation movement 
control (song_tag_follower) 
                             
Submission of Progress Report                              
· Prepare detailed documentation of the project 
· Finalize the programming code & folder 
· Prepare poster and presentation slides 
                             
Pre-SEDEX                              
Submission of Draft Final Report                              
Submission of Dissertation (soft bound)                              
Submission of Technical Paper                              
Viva                              
Submission of Project Dissertation (hard 
bound) 
                             
Important dates (Submissions/presentation) 
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3.4 TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 
This section states the tools and equipment needed throughout the project. 
 Workstation 
A laptop is required because the experiments are conducted in a spacious 
area where it eases the mobility of the experimentations. The specification 
of the laptop is shown in FIGURE 3.2. The specification of the laptop for 
the current time is sufficient to support image processing and commands 





















FIGURE 3.3 Laptop Used For the Project 
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 Workstation Operating System And Software 
The operating system used is Ubuntu 12.04 LTS which is an updated and 





FIGURE 3.4 Linux Ubuntu 12.04 
The Robot Operating System (ROS) installed is Groovy version as shown 
in FIGURE 3.5 (a). However, due to some compatibility issues with tag 
recognition package, its predecessor, Fuerte version is then used as shown 









(a) ROS-Groovy    (b) ROS-Fuerte 
FIGURE 3.5 ROS Versions 
 
 Parrot UAV Drone Robot 
 
The flying robot used is Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 and the full set of the drone 
with its outdoor hull, indoor hull, battery with the charger, stcikers and 
manuals are shown in FIGURE 3.6. The drone set belongs to the 
university property and the approximate value is MYR 1,000 since it 




FIGURE 3.6 Full Set of Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 
 Extra Drone Batteries for Experimentation Purpose 
FIGURE 3.7 shows the batteries for the drone. The original set of drone 
comes with only one 1000mAh LiPo battery which can only last the 
drone flight of maximum 15 minutes duration. To aid the smooth flow of 
the experimentation, two extra batteries are purchased with 50% extra 
capacity (1500mAh) which can last the drone flight to about 25 minutes 
each.   
 
FIGURE 3.7 Extra Drone Batteries for Experimentation Purpose 
1000mAh Battery 
EXTRA 2 units of 
1500mAh Battery 
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 Fabricated Tags for Drone Movement 
The fabricated tags for the drone movement with the commands of left, 





FIGURE 3.8           Fabricated Tags for Drone Movement 
 Experimentation Space 
For safety and to reduce crashes, a large space to conduct the experiment 
is necessary. A spacious area such as in FIGURE 3.9 is used for the 
experimentation.   






RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 Throughout the entire project, there are four main packages used; three 
packages obtained from the Robot Operating System open source website with little 
modification and enhancement, one package is self-developed for the drone 
autonomous movement based on visual tag recognition. FIGURE 4.1 shows the 










FIGURE 4.1 ROS Packages Used 
 
 Before starting with the algorithm development, the workstation platform is 
prepared by installing Linux Ubuntu 12.04. Then, several versions of ROS have been 
installed (Fuerte, Groovy, Hydro) but due to the tag recognition package (ar_recog) 
compatibility problem, ROS-Fuerte is finalized as the platform for the project 
development. The software and ROS packages must be installed and compiled 
correctly in order for it to function without errors. Throughout the 28 weeks project 
development, many low-level programming errors are encountered and it is very 
time-consuming to solve the bug. The results and discussion of the project will be 








ROS open source 
with modification 
Created personally 
to suit the desired 
performance of the 
drone 
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4.1 DRONE COMMUNICATION & KEYBOARD TELE-OPERATION 
The first step for the drone communication with the laptop is to have the drone 
driver successfully compiled in ROS. It means the communication between the 
drone and laptop is established. The sensors data can be retrieved. Also, different 
nodes and topics are readily accessible. 
 
a) To start up the system, run roscore. 
 
 





FIGURE 4.2          Running Drone Driver (ardrone_driver)
$ roscore 
$ rosrun ardrone_autonomy ardrone_driver 
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FIGURE 4.3        Information Displayed in Navdata Topic 
 The navdata topic displays sensors information about the dynamics of the 
drone. The 3-axis gyroscope sensor gives information on the rotation of the drone 
in x, y, z-axis (rotX, rotY, rotZ). The drone rotation data given in degrees is 
crucial for speed control as well as flight stabilization.  
 The altitude is measured (in meter) by the ultrasonic sensor when the drone 
is less than 6 meters from the ground. Higher than that, the ultrasonic sensor is no 
longer providing accurate readings. Hence, the pressure sensor now will be used 
to infer the altitude of the drone based on the phenomenon that the higher the 
altitude, the lower the pressure.  
 Velocity is estimated by the downward optical flow sensor together with the 
altitude information for ground speed estimation using triangulation approach. 
Acceleration on the other hand, is measured by the accelerometer sensor. 
TAG data 
information 




$ rostopic echo ardrone/navdata 
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 FIGURE 4.4         Keyboard Tele-Operation Key Function Description for 
Drone Navigation Control 
 In the python script drone_teleop.py, specific key is assigned to execute 
particular movement command as displayed in the terminal window of the laptop. 
This is much more convenient than to type in long navigation commands one by 
one manually because in the case of controlling the drone flight, it is best if the 
user can give quick command for the drone flight movement. For example, in the 
case where the drone is about to crash onto the wall, it will be faster to press a 
key to perform emergency stop rather than to type in the command in the 
terminal window. The delay in sending the navigation command might put the 
drone in high risk of getting into accident. Also, the advantage of keyboard tele-
operation over manual type-in command is that the command will be stopped 
once the key pressed is released as compared to the manual type-in command 
where the entered command will always be executed until another command 
instructs it to stop. 
 Upon the success of communication establishment between the drone and 
laptop together with keyboard tele-operation for drone navigation control, the 
drone flight is tested both indoors and outdoors to evaluate how accurate is the 
flight performance prior to the manual navigation command in relative with the 
external environment factor (e.g. strong wind in outdoor environment). 
 
 
$ rosrun drone_teleop drone_teleop.py 
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FIGURE 4.5         Drone Flight Test (Outdoor) 
FIGURE 4.5 shows drone flight experimentation laptop print screen in the outdoor 
environment with the descriptions of the labeled boxes as below: 
1. Terminal for the keyboard tele-operation for the drone navigation control. 
2. Terminal displaying Navdata topic with the drone dynamics information. 
3. Drone HD front camera view launched from the terminal, by running: 
 
4. External camera capturing the drone flight, separated from ROS platform. 
 
 
FIGURE 4.6 Drone Flight Test (Indoor) 
1  
2  
3  4  
$ rosrun image_view image _view image:=/ardrone/image_raw 
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 Similarly, FIGURE 4.6 shows the drone flight experimentation laptop print 
screen in indoor environment. The drone flight is very unstable in the outdoor 
experimentation due to the strong wind condition. For example, when the drone is 
expected to move forward via the keyboard tele-operation command, it tends to 
move sideways in the direction of the wind. This is because the navigation 
command to the drone is an open-loop system and there is no corrective feedback 
to deal with the external factor influence such as wind. In order to counter this 
problem, a complex close-loop system shall be designed taking into consideration 
the flight stabilization with six degree of freedom. This approach is possible but it 
will take up too much time, hence the drone will be experimented indoor for the 
time being to prioritize the goal for tag recognition program development. The 
same drone flight experimentation has been carried out indoor and it is proven that 
the flight is very much stable compared to the outdoor environment. 
 Apart from the real drone experimentation, the basic Virtual Robot 
Experimentation Platform (V-REP) simulator tool is explored. This simulator tool 
is chosen because it is very powerful in displaying the simulation almost similar to 
the real environment depending on the setting made. Since this V-REP simulator 
tool is released recently (year 2014), there is insufficient reference material 
specifically for the quadcopter model. For instance, the V-REP installation in ROS 
platform is successfully performed after five trials due to the inadequate 
installation steps from the available online resources. Therefore, given such 
condition, the progress of the V-REP tool will mostly depend on self-exploration.  
 
FIGURE 4.7        Single Quadcopter in V-REP Simulator Environment 
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 As for now, the basic icon tool in controlling the quadcopter in the V-REP 
environment is mastered. More than one quadcopter model can be placed in the V-
REP environment. Also, it can display the quadcopter’s front and down camera 
views as shown in FIGURE 4.8. The challenge in using this V-REP tool is the 
integration of the real drone program code into the simulation environment since 
the programming language code might not be compatible and hence, more 
exploration will be carried out in this direction. 
 
FIGURE 4.8         Two Quadcopters in V-REP with Two Camera Views 
 
 Although V-REP tool is very good and advance, the significance can only 
be seen when used in higher level of application such as object recognition or 3D-
mapping reconstruction. Hence, the tag recognition drone movement in this 
project will act as the fundamental step to be advanced by next user to make better 
applications which then can be integrated with V-REP tool. The documentation of 
the V-REP tool exploration will be very handy to the next user. 
 In addition, to smoothen the real drone experimentation and prevent drone 
battery short flight time to limit the exploration progress, two additional drone 







4.2 TAG RECOGNITION PACKAGE 
Drone tag recognition package (ar_recog) for ROS-Fuerte has been installed for 
multiple times but was not able to be compiled without errors despite following 
each and every step stated in the webpage where the open-source package is 
downloaded. After a couple of weeks of settling the ‘low-level’ problem, a 
definite installation and compilation of the package is summarized as below:  
 
ar_recog Package Installation & Compilation Guide 
1. Enter your password to get permission upon the command using “sudo” 
$ sudo apt-get install python-rosinstall 
 
2. Initialize and source your ros_workspace 
$ rosws init ~/fuerte_workspace /opt/ros/fuerte 
$ source ~/fuerte_workspace/setup.bash  
 
3. Set your workspace folder location to place the package 
$ rosws set ~/fuerte_workspace/sandbox 
 
4. Add a line after going into the .bashrc file and save 
$ gedit .bashrc 
 Add these 2 lines at the bottom of the file document script: 
  source /opt/ros/fuerte/setup.bash 
  source ~/fuerte_workspace/setup.bash 
 
5. Download ar_recog package directly from the website into the sandbox location. 
 
$ svn http://devel.iri.upc.edu/pub/labrobotica/ros/iri-ros-pkg/stacks/kinton_robot/trunk 
 
6. Locate the ar_recog package using “rospack find” and rosmake (compile) the 
package with no failures (no error). 
$ rospack find ar_recog 
$ rosmake ar_recog 
 
After the successful compilation of the ar_recog package, a tag (id: 0) is used for 
the tag recognition program testing. The commands in an orderly manner will be 




ar_recog Tag Recognition Testing On Drone Guide 




$ rosrun ardrone_autonomy ardrone_driver 
 
2. Go into the ar_recog/bin location to set the aov (angle of view) of the camera   
 and initialize the tags identity (altogether 12 tags are registered and ready to  
be  recognized) 
#Terminal 3 
$ roscd ar_recog/bin 
$ rosparam set aov 1.0 
















FIGURE 4.9 Activated 12 Models of Tag in ar_recog Package 
3. Go into the ar_recog/bin location and display the tag info identified. 
#Terminal 4 
$ roscd ar_recog/bin 
$ rostopic echo /tags 
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FIGURE 4.10 Tag Information From echo /tags 
 
4. Launch the camera front view and tags will be identified with a green line box. 
#Terminal 5 








FIGURE 4.11 Recognized Tag from Drone’s Front Camera View 
Previous set of tag data 
Latest set of tag data 
Tag width 
Tag height 
Camera angle of view 
Tag count recognized 
Tag identity/model 
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 TABLE 4.1 summarizes the tag id with their corresponding movement 
command to the drone when the tag is recognized. These tags with the following 
symbols are generated using Unicode characters from the DejaVu Sans font. 
Hence, they are chosen to be used as the tags since the characters are unique 
which will not easily detected in the daily life environment. 
 
TABLE 4.1 Tags and the Movement Command Assigned 
TAGS MOVEMENT COMMAND 




Hover at the same spot (do nothing) 




Move to the LEFT 




Move to the RIGHT 




Move UP (increase altitude) 




Move DOWN (reduce altitude) 
 
 Also from the tag recognition program, it is concluded from numerous 
experimentations that the orientation of the tag facing the camera is very 
important. The tag will not be recognized if the angle is too deviated or not fully 
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shown within the angle of view as in FIGURE 4.12. Hence, it is best that the tag is 
exposed in a good lightning room condition, no sunlight exposure and the 
orientation does not exceed 30 degrees from the drone front camera for the best 
performance.   
 
FIGURE 4.12     Condition for Recognized Tag from Drone’s Front Camera View 
 
4.3 VISUAL-BASED DRONE MOVEMENT  
 Since the tag recognition testing is a success, several tags are prepared as the 
visual control for the drone movement. To be more precise, each tag with their 
own defined identity or id number will instruct the drone to move in different 
direction when the tag itself is detected and within the angle of view of the drone 
front camera.  The package song_tag_follower is created from scratch with other 
necessary package dependencies; especially the ar_recog package to obtain the 
tags information.  
Creating & Building Package song_tag_follower Guide 
1. Go into the the ~/fuerte_workspace/sandbox directory 
$ cd ~/fuerte_workspace/sandbox 
 
2. Create the package with the dependencies list 
$ roscreate-pkg song_tag_follower rospy roscpp roar_recog geometry_msgs 
ardrone_autonomy std_msgs 
 
Even a small portion of the tag is not seen 
from the camera angle of view, the tag will 
not be recognized (no green line) 
Recognized tag 
Hence, tag_count will be 3 
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3. To ensure that ROS can find the new created package, do the following: 
$ rospack profile 
$ rospack find  song_tag_follower 
 
4. Try moving to the directory for the package and take a look at the manifest file 
$ roscd song_tag_follower 
$ cat manifest.xml 
 
5. To build the package created 
$ rosmake song_tag_follower 
 
 The algorithm of the tag recognition for drone movement is written in the 
script named tag_movement.py in the song_tag_follower package folder. The 
parameters for the drone flight are modified for the best flight condition in either 
indoor or outdoor environment.  The script must be changed into an executable 
script; otherwise there will be no response from the drone. 
 The whole project is then finalized with the tag_movement.py script and the 
video of the whole experimentation is uploaded in YouTube which made it easier 
to access by public as well as the future user that will continue this project. 
FIGURE 4.13 shows the screenshot of the video. The video is part of the project 
documentation which explains the whole project key milestone and final demo of 
the drone flight based on visual tag recognition. The link of the video is: 
https://youtu.be/yCHDoaer2qk 
 
FIGURE 4.13     Final Demo Video Uploaded In YouTube 
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FIGURE 4.14 shows the terminal screen of the workstation while FIGURE 4.15 
shows the experimentation of the drone. 
 
FIGURE 4.14     Drone Flight Workstation Terminal Screen 
 
FIGURE 4.15     Drone Flight Experimentation with Tags 
 
6. To run the tag_movement.py script, run the following command in a new  
terminal 








 In conclusion, this project is highly feasible and the progress has been on 
track as stated in the Gantt chart. Several key milestones have been achieved 
such as preparing the ROS platform laptop, establishing the communication 
between the drone and laptop, extracting drone dynamics data as well as the front 
HD camera raw image view, manual navigation of drone using keyboard tele-
operation, testing the drone flight in indoor and outdoor environment, installing 
and compiling the ar_recog package for tag recognition and lastly, the creation of 
song_tag_follower package to make the drone movement responds autonomously 
with the tag detected.  
 
 In the meantime, the knowledge and documentations are being transferred to 
several students which will be continuing this project especially for those who 
will be in the CISIR Drone Research group. The algorithm of the program is 
enhanced with comments and documentation of the project (program guide and 
video) is well prepared for future user reference. The outcome of this project can 
be further developed for the applications of localization, search and rescue 
mission, construction and transportation by a swarm of drone and etc.   
 
 Overall, the objectives of this tag recognition for drone movement program 






Drone tag recognition is indeed a very interesting topic to be further enhanced in 
many areas for the purpose of search and rescue mission. However, I will only 
cover the research of the tag recognition and tracking on the drone due to time 
limitation. The part that I am trying to achieve is basically the initial research 
stage for the drone development for the search and rescue mission because in 
order for the drone to be officially used for the rescue mission in real-time 
disaster condition, many other criteria have to be taken into consideration which 
requires the researches to spend full time for the experimentation in the real time 
scenario. For the drone to be a practical rescue agent, it is recommended that the 
drone is equipped or modified using ROS framework to have the following 
abilities: 
 Functional in extreme outdoor weather (rain, snow, strong wind) with 
stable flight condition 
 Long battery life or self-rechargeable capability for long duration mission 
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